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call of duty: modern warfare 2 developer(s) infinity ward publisher(s) activision distributor(s) activision designer(s) mackey mccandlish engine iw 4.0 [1] released november 10, 2009 (worldwide) genre(s)
first-person shooter mode(s) single-player, multiplayer, special ops ratings esrb : mature 17+ pegi : 18 usk : 18 bbfc : 18 cero : d acb : ma15+ platforms playstation 3, xbox 360 xbox one (backwards
compatible) pc mac os x 10.9.5 or higher media dvd-rom, blu-ray disc, digital download system requirements os: windows xp/vista or higherprocessor: amd 64 3200+ or intel pentium 4 3.0 ghz or
bettermemory: 16 gb free hard drive space/ 512 mb ram (xp) / 1 gb ram (vista)video card: shader 3.0 or better 256 nvidia geforce 6600gt / ati radeon 1600xt or better input methods gamepad, keyboard
and mouse a new addition to call of duty: modern warfare 2 is the highly popular nuke weapon. the nuke is a weapon that can be set to explode once it has been used, killing the player that is holding it. the
nuke is also the only gun that can shoot through walls. the nuke is exclusively available in the multiplayer, only the the unlocked version and the prestige edition. the prestige edition includes the nuke and
also the four other extra prestige weapons. back in black, the three new operators are assigned a mission to investigate a hostile takeover of the military's anti-terrorist training camp. when they arrive, the
operators discover that the hostages have been taken hostage by a splinter group of the terrorist organisation and have been forced to kill each other.
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the november 15, 2018 call of duty: modern warfare 3 release date was announced at gamescom 2018, including the multiplayer beta on xbox one. the multiplayer beta is an open beta and a timed one. the
xbox one beta will last from november 15 to november 29, 2018. on december 5, 2018, call of duty: modern warfare 3s first official downloadable content, the empty cache, was released. it allows players to
reach up to the skybox level. on december 13, 2018, call of duty: modern warfare 3s first paid downloadable content, end game mode, was released. this downloadable content allows players to play as all

four single-player characters. on december 20, 2018, call of duty: modern warfare 3s second paid dlc, vorkuta, was released. this paid dlc allows players to play as all four single-player characters. on
december 26, 2018, call of duty: modern warfare 3s third paid dlc, the bakery, was released. this paid dlc allows players to play as all four single-player characters and include the following: the class system

has been changed completely from call of duty 4: modern warfare. as in world at war, there are 6 primary and 3 specialized classes. all of the classes have their own perks, as well as 4 unique primary
weapon loadouts. the main difference is that the classes have much more in common with each other than they did in call of duty 4. with call of duty 4: modern warfare, players could earn unlockable

equipment in the form of specialist and assault rifles that would give them bonuses, such as increased rate of fire, a laser sight, or a suppressor. as the player levels up, they are given access to more perks
that can be purchased with in-game currency, which can be earned during matches. perks can now be purchased as a new system with credits, which are acquired by fulfilling requirements in pro, pro i, and

pro ii. credits are earned in a similar fashion to the previous games, with one being earned for every 20 kills, one for every 5 headshots, and one for every kill with a suppressed weapon. 5ec8ef588b
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